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Face recognition: Overview
Problem formulation:

K unique faces (persons)

Training: {vvv1,1, . . . , vvv1,N1}, . . . , {vvvK,1, . . . , vvvK,Nk}
Goal: Given new face yyy, assign one of the labels {1, . . . ,K}

Applications: Security, biometrics, online image search, etc.

Feature extraction for dimensionality reduction:

Eigenfaces1

Fisherfaces2

Classifier (decision engine):

Nearest neighbor, nearest subspace3

Support vector machines4

1
Turk et al., J Cogn. Neurosci., 1991

2
Belhumeur et al., IEEE Trans. PAMI, 1997

3
Kriegman et al., CVPR 2003

4
Vapnik, 1995
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Sparse representation for face recognition5

Assumption: New face of person i lies in linear span of training
samples associated with class i

yyy = αi,1vvvi,1 + αi,2vvvi,2 + . . .+ αi,Nivvvi,Ni = AAAiαi
(
yyy ∈ Rn,AAAi ∈ Rn×Ni ,αi ∈ RNi

)

yyy → sparse linear combination of all training samples:

yyy =
[
AAA1 AAA2 . . . AAAK

]




α1

α2

...
αK


 = AAAα

(
AAA ∈ Rn×T , T =

∑K
i=1Ni,α ∈ RT

)

Membership of yyy encoded by sparse representation

α =
[
000t . . . 000t αti 000t . . . 000t

]t
.

5
Wright et al., IEEE Trans. PAMI, 2009
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Sparse representation for face recognition (contd.)

Solve the sparse recovery problem:

α̂ = argmin ‖α‖0 subject to ‖AAAα− yyy‖2 ≤ ε

Convex relaxation (if solution is sparse enough):

α̂ = argmin ‖α‖1 subject to ‖AAAα− yyy‖2 ≤ ε

Class decision based on reconstruction residuals:

identity(yyy) = argmin
i
‖yyy −AAAδi(α̂)‖2

δi(α̂)→ only non-zero entries are those associated with class i

Robustness to variety of distortions.
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Sample result

MANUSCRIPT ACCEPTED BY IEEE TRANS. PAMI, MARCH 2008. 13
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Fig. 11. Recognition under random corruption. Left: (a) Test images y from Extended Yale B, with random corruption. Top row: 30% of pixels are
corrupted, Middle row: 50% corrupted, Bottom row: 70% corrupted. (b) Estimated errors ê1. (c) Estimated sparse coefficients x̂1. (d) Reconstructed images
yr . SRC correctly identifies all three corrupted face images. Right: The recognition rate across the entire range of corruption for various algorithms. SRC
(red curve) significantly outperforms others, performing almost perfectly upto 60% random corruption (see table below).

Percent corrupted 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
Recognition rate 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 99.3% 90.7% 37.5% 7.1%
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Fig. 12. Recognition under varying level of contiguous occlusion. Left, top two rows: (a) 30% occluded test face images y from Extended Yale B. (b)
Estimated sparse errors, ê1. (c) Estimated sparse coefficients, x̂1, red (darker) entries correspond to training images of the same person. (d) Reconstructed
images, yr . SRC correctly identifies both occluded faces. For comparison, the bottom row shows the same test case, with the result given by least-squares
(overdetermined `2-minimization). Right: The recognition rate across the entire range of corruption for various algorithms. SRC (red curve) significantly
outperforms others, performing almost perfectly upto 30% contiguous occlusion (see table below).

Percent occluded 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
Recognition rate 100% 100% 99.8% 98.5% 90.3% 65.3%

E. Recognition Despite Disguise

We test SRC’s ability to cope with real, possibly malicious,
occlusions using a subset of the AR Face Database. The chosen
subset consists of 1, 399 images (14 each, except for a corrupted
image w-027-14.bmp) of 100 subjects, 50 male and 50 fe-
male. For training, we use 799 images (about 8 per subject) of
unoccluded frontal views with varying facial expression, giving a
matrix B of size 4, 980× 5, 779. We estimate P = conv(±B) is
approximately 577-neighborly, indicating that perfect reconstruc-
tion is possible upto 11.6% occlusion. Our Matlab implementation
requires about 75 seconds per test image on a PowerMac G5.

We consider two separate test sets of 200 images. The first
test set contains images of the subjects wearing sunglasses,
which occlude roughly 20% of the image. Figure 1 top shows a
successful example from this test set. Notice that ê1 compensates
for small misalignment of the image edges as well as occlusion
due to sunglasses. The second test set considered contains images
of the subjects wearing a scarf, which occludes roughly 40% of
the image. Since the occlusion level is more than three times the
maximum worst case occlusion given by the neighborliness of
conv(±B), our approach is unlikely to succeed in this domain.
Figure 13 top shows one such failure. Notice that the largest
coefficient corresponds to an image of a bearded man whose

Figure: Left: Varying amounts of random pixel corruption. Right: Recognition
rate variation with corruption.
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Drawbacks and challenges

1 Accurate registration of training and test images necessary

Misalignment: translation, rotation, scale; pose and illumination
variation; occlusion

Computational cost and feasibility in practical recognition systems

2 Class decision using reconstruction residuals

Does not capture inter-class variation

Sparse representations inherently discriminative.

11/08/2011 Asilomar 2011 7



Local features for recognition: Motivation
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Local sparsity model for robust face recognition6

can be sparsely represented by few neighboring blocks in refer-
ence frames. Fig. 1(a) illustrates the proposed method of repre-
senting a block in the test face imageYYY from a locally adaptive
dictionary consisting of neighboring blocks in the training images
{XXX t}t=1,...,T in the same physical area, whereT = ∑K

k=1Nk is the
total number of training samples (only one training image isshown
in Fig. 1). To be more specific, letyyyi j be anMN-dimensional vec-
tor representing the vectorizedM×N block in the test image with
the upper left pixel located at(i, j). Define the search regionSSSt

i j to
be the(M+2△ M)× (N +2△ N) block in thetth training image
XXX t as:

SSSt
i j =




xt
i−△M, j−△N · · · xt

i−△M, j+N−1+△N
...

. ..
...

xt
i+M−1+△M, j−△N · · · xt

i+M−1+△M, j+N−1+△N


 .

From the search regions of allT training images, we can construct
the dictionaryDDDi j for the blockyyyi j as

DDDi j =
[
DDD1

i j DDD2
i j · · · DDDT

i j

]
,

where each

DDDt
i j =

[
dddt

i−△M, j−△N dddt
i−△M, j−△N+1 · · · dddt

i+△M, j+△N
]

is an(MN)×
(
(2△ M+1)(2△ N+1)

)
matrix whose columns are

the vectorized blocks in thetth training image defined in the same
way asyyyi j. The dictionaryDDDi j is locally adaptive and changes
from block to block. The size of the dictionary depends on thenon-
stationary behavior of the data as well as the level of computational
complexity we can afford. In the presence of registration error,
the test imageYYY may no longer lie in the subspace spanned by the
training samples{XXX t}t . At the block level, however,yyyi j can still be

approximate by the blocks in the training samples
{

dddt
i j

}
t,i, j

. Com-

pared to the original approach, the dictionaryDDDi j better captures
the local characteristics. Note that our approach is quite differ-
ent from patch-based dictionary learning [10] from severalangles:
(i) we emphasize the local adaptivity of the dictionaries; and(ii)
dictionaries in our approach are directly obtained from thedata
without any complicated learning process.

We propose that the blockyyyi j in the misaligned imageYYY can
be sparsely approximated by a linear combination of a few atoms
in the dictionaryDDDi j: yyyi j =DDDi jαααi j, (3)
whereαααi j is sparse vector, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The sparse
vector can be recovered by solving the minimalℓ0-norm problem

α̂ααi j = argmin
∥∥αααi j

∥∥
0 subject to DDDi jαααi j = yyyi j. (4)

Since our sparse recovery is performed on a small block of data
with a modest size dictionary, the resulting complexity of the over-
all algorithm is manageable. After the sparse vectorα̂ααi j is ob-
tained, the identity of the test block can be determined by the error
residuals by

identity(yyyi j) = arg min
k=1,...,K

∥∥yyyi j −DDDi jδδδk
(
α̂ααi j
)∥∥

2 , (5)

whereδδδk
(
α̂ααi j
)

is as defined in (2).
To improve the robustness, we propose to employ multiple

blocks, classify each block individually, and then combinethe
classification results. The blocks may be chosen completelyat
random, or manually in the more representative areas (such as the
region around eyes) or areas with high SNR, or exhaustively in
the entire test image (non-overlapped or overlapped). Notethat
since each block is handled independently, they can be processed
in parallel. Also, since blocks can be overlapped, our proposed
algorithm is computationally scalable - more computation delivers
better recognition result.

(i, j)

N

M

test image YYY

block yyyij

training image XXXt

△ N

△ M

· · ·

...

search range

candidate block dddtij

(a)

yyyij

= · · ·

dddtij

· · ·

DDDij

...

αααij

zero
nonzero

(b)

Fig. 1. Representation of a block in the test image from a locally
adaptive dictionary. (a) The blocks in the test and trainingimages
(only one training sample is displayed). (b) Sparse representation
yyyi j =DDDi jαααi j.

Once the recognition results are obtained for all blocks, they
can be combined by majority voting. LetL be the number of blocks
in the test imageYYY , and{yyyl}l=1,...,L be theL blocks. Then, by
majority voting

identity(YYY ) = max
k=1,...,K

|{l = 1, . . . ,L : identity(yyyl) = k}| ,

where|S| denotes the cardinality of a setS and identity(yyyl) is de-
termined by (5).

Maximum likelihood is an alternative way to fuse the classifi-
cation results from multiple blocks. For a blockyyyl , its sparse rep-
resentation̂αααl obtained by solving (4), and the local dictionaryDDDl ,
we define the probability ofyyyl belonging to thekth class to be in-
versely proportional to the residual associated with the dictionary
atoms in thekth class:

pk
l = P(identity(yyyl) = k) =

1/rk
l

∑K
k=1

(
1/rk

l

) , (6)

whererk
l = ‖yyyl −DDDlδδδk (α̂ααl)‖2 is the residual associated with thekth

class and the vectorδδδk (α̂ααl) is as defined in (5). Then, the identity
of the test imageYYY is given by

identity(YYY ) = arg max
k=1,...,K

log

(
L

∏
l=1

pk
l

)
. (7)

The maximum likelihood approach can also be used as a measure
to reject outliers, as for an outlier the probability of it belonging to
some class tends to be uniformly distributed among all classes in
the training data.

Fig. 2 illustrates an example of the proposed approach with
multiple blocks. The test and training images are taken fromthe
Extended Yale B Database [11] which consists of face images of
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to reject outliers, as for an outlier the probability of it belonging to
some class tends to be uniformly distributed among all classes in
the training data.

Fig. 2 illustrates an example of the proposed approach with
multiple blocks. The test and training images are taken fromthe
Extended Yale B Database [11] which consists of face images of

Inspired by block-based motion estimation

Block-sparsity model using locally adaptive dictionary DDDij

No explicit estimation of registration parameters.
6

Chen et al., IEEE ICIP 2010
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How to build the dictionary?
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Block sparsity for face recognition

For block yyyij in misaligned test image YYY ,

α̂ααij = argmin ‖αααij‖0 subject to ‖DDDijαααij − yyyij‖2 ≤ ε

Identity of block yyyij : determined by the residuals

identity (yyyij) = arg min
k=1,...,K

rkij ,

rkij =
∥∥∥yyyij −DDDk

ijα̂αα
k
ij

∥∥∥
2

Select multiple local blocks from image → obtain individual
classification decisions

How to combine local decisions into global class decision?

Voting and ensemble classifiers

Challenge: Principled strategy to combine correlated sparse
representations.
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Probabilistic graphical models: A brief review

Graph G = (V, E) defined by a set of nodes V = {1, . . . , n}, and a
set of edges E ⊂

(V
2

)
.

Graphical model: Random vector defined on a graph; nodes
represent random variables, edges reveal conditional dependencies.

Graph structure defines factorization of joint probability distribution

Figure: Tree - connected acyclic graph.

f(xxx) = f(x1)f(x2|x1)f(x3|x1)f(x4|x2)f(x5|x2)f(x6|x3)f(x7|x3).
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Learning graphical models
Generative learning: Single graph to minimize approximation error7

Given p, find p̂ = arg min
p̂ is a tree

D(p||p̂).
(
D(p||p̂) :=

∫
p(xxx) log

(
p(xxx)

p̂(xxx)

)
dxxx→ KL-divergence.

)

Discriminative learning: Simultaneously learn a pair of graphs to
approximately minimize classification error8

Tree-approximate J-divergence:

Ĵ(p̂, q̂; p, q) :=

∫
Ω⊂Xn

(p(xxx)−q(xxx)) log

(
p̂(xxx)

q̂(xxx)

)
dxxx.

(p̂, q̂) = arg max
p̂∈Tp,q̂∈Tq

Ĵ(p̂, q̂; p, q).

(Figure courtesy Tan et al.)

7
Chow et al., IEEE Trans. Inf. Theory, 1968

8
Tan et al., IEEE Trans. Signal Process., 2010
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Discriminative graphical models for classification9

Two-stage framework:

1 Acquire multiple signal representations, which are conditionally
correlated per class

2 Mine dependencies between different features via boosting on
discriminative graphs.

9
Srinivas et al., IEEE ICIP, Sep. 2011
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Contribution: Robust face recognition using discriminative
graphical models

Figure: Learning graphs on sparse features.
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Learning discriminative graphs: An illustration10

Iteration 1:

Re-weighting of training samples (boosting) → learn another tree . . .
10

Shown for distribution p; graph for q learnt analogously.
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Learning discriminative graphs: An illustration
Iteration 2:

Newly introduced edges crucial for capturing correlations amongst
distinct signal representations.
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Learning discriminative graphs: An illustration

Iteration 3:
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Learning discriminative graphs: An illustration

Iteration 4:
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Stopping criterion

How many edges to learn?

1 Cross-validation

2 Using the J-divergence:

Ĵ(p̂, q̂; p, q) :=

∫

Ω⊂Xn
(p(xxx)− q(xxx)) log

(
p̂(xxx)

q̂(xxx)

)
dxxx.

Stopping criterion:
Stop after i boosting iterations if:

Ĵ (i+1)(p̂, q̂; p, q)− Ĵ (i)(p̂, q̂; p, q)

Ĵ (i)(p̂, q̂; p, q)
< ε
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Learning thicker graphical models

Final boosted classifier:

HT (xxx) = sgn

[
T∑

t=1

αt log

(
p̂t(xxx)

q̂t(xxx)

)]
= sgn

[
log

T∏

t=1

(
p̂t(xxx)

q̂t(xxx)

)αt]

= sgn

[
log

(∏T
t=1(p̂t(xxx))

αt

∏T
t=1(q̂t(xxx))

αt

)]
= sgn

[
log

(
p̂(xxx)

q̂(xxx)

)]

Define:

Zp(α) = Zp(α1, . . . , αT ) =
∑

xxx

p̂(xxx);Zq(α) =
∑

xxx

q̂(xxx)

Normalized distributions for inference: p̂(xxx)
Zp(α) ,

q̂(xxx)
Zq(α)

→ Thicker graphical models learnt.
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Robust face recognition using graphical models

i∗ = arg max
i∈{1,...,K}

log

(
f̂ ip(α)

f̂ iq(α)

)
. (1)

Algorithm 1 Local-Sparse-Graphical-Model (LSGM) (Steps 1-4 offline)

1: Feature extraction (training): Obtain sparse representations αl, l =
1, . . . , P in Rm from facial features, using local block-sparsity model

2: Initial disjoint graphs:
For l = 1, . . . , P
Discriminatively learn pairs of m-node tree graphs Gp

l and Gq
l on {αl}

3: Separately concatenate nodes corresponding to p and q respectively
4: Boosting on disjoint graphs: Iteratively thicken initial disjoint graphs via

boosting to obtain final graphs Gp and Gq

{Online process}
5: Feature extraction (test): Obtain sparse representations αl, l = 1, . . . , P

in Rm from test image
6: Inference: Classify based on output of the resulting classifier using (1).
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Results: Rotation (Extended Yale B)

Original

Rotated

SRC: sparse representation-based classification

LSGM: local sparsity with graphical models.
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Results: Scaling (Yale)

Original

Scaled

Table: Recognition rate using SRC and LSGM.

SF 1 1.071 1.143 1.214 1.286
1 100 100 98.0 88.2 76.5

98.8 98.2 98.5 97.5 97.5

1.063 99.7 96.5 86.1 68.5 50.3
97.5 96.7 96.0 96.0 93.5

1.125 83.8 70.2 49.8 33.6 26.2
97.4 96.5 96.2 95.2 93.2

1.188 54.5 43.7 26.8 20.0 18.0
94.9 92.9 91.6 89.4 87.1

1.25 36.1 27.2 20.9 16.6 12.3
94.9 93.0 92.2 87.9 82.0

1.313 31.5 24.3 16.7 13.9 10.6
90.7 90.4 84.1 81.0 75.5

Table: Overall recognition rates.

Method Recog. rate (%)
LSGM 89.4
SRC 60.8

Eigen-NS 55.5
Eigen-SVM 56.7
Fisher-NS 54.1

Fisher-SVM 57.1
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Results: Scaling and random pixel corruption (Yale)

Original

Distorted

Table: Test images scaled and subjected to random
pixel corruption.

Method Recognition rate (%)

LSGM 96.3
SRC 93.2

Eigen-NS 54.3
Eigen-SVM 58.5
Fisher-NS 56.2

Fisher-SVM 59.9
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Results: Scaling and disguise (AR database)

Sunglasses

Scarf

Table: Test images scaled and subjects wear disguise.

Method Recog. rate (%) Recog. rate (%)
Sunglasses Scarves

LSGM 96.0 92.9
SRC 93.5 90.1

Eigen-NS 47.2 29.6
Eigen-SVM 53.5 34.5
Fisher-NS 57.9 41.7

Fisher-SVM 61.7 43.6
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Results: Outlier rejection

Subset of total number of classes for training

Test images rotated by 5 degrees

ROC for SRC:

SCI(α) =
K ·maxi

‖δi(α)‖1
‖α‖1 − 1

K − 1
∈ [0, 1].

Figure: ROC curves for outlier rejection.
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Conclusions

Probabilistic graphical model framework for robust face recognition

Local block-based sparsity model → robustness to alignment errors
and variety of distortions

Inspired by human perception → features built from informative
regions of face

Explicitly captures conditional correlations between local sparse
features.
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Thank you

Questions?
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Backup Slides
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Edge weights:

ψpi,j := Ep̃i,j
[
log

p̃i,j
p̃ip̃j

]
− Eq̃i,j

[
log

p̃i,j
p̃ip̃j

]

ψqi,j := Eq̃i,j
[
log

q̃i,j
q̃iq̃j

]
− Ep̃i,j

[
log

q̃i,j
q̃iq̃j

]
.

Algorithm 2 Discriminative trees (DT)

Given: Training sets Tp and Tq.

1: Estimate pairwise statistics p̃i,j(xi, xj), q̃i,j(xi, xj) for all edges (i, j).
2: Compute edge weights ψpi,j and ψqi,j for all edges (i, j).

3: Find Ep̂ = MWST(ψpi,j) and Eq̂ = MWST(ψqi,j).

4: Get p̂ by projection of p̃ onto Ep̂; likewise q̂.

5: LRT using p̂ and q̂.
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Boosting

Algorithm 3 AdaBoost learning algorithm

1: Input data (xi, yi), i = 1, 2, . . . , N , where xi ∈ S, yi ∈ {−1,+1}
2: Initialize D1(i) = 1

N , i = 1, 2, . . . , N
3: For t = 1, 2, . . . , T :

Train weak learner using distribution Dt

Determine weak hypothesis ht : S 7→ R with error εt

Choose βt = 1
2 ln

(
1−εt
εt

)
Dt+1(i) = 1

Zt
{Dt(i) exp(−βtyiht(xi))}, where Zt is a normalization factor

4: Output soft decision H(x) = sign
[∑T

t=1 βtht(x)
]

.

Distribution of weights over the training set

In each iteration, weak learner ht minimizes weighted training error

Weights on incorrectly classified samples increased → slow learners
penalized for harder examples.
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